
FARE WORKERS AND LAND REFORM 

Summary 

1. Farm workers are an essential part of the productin equation 

n commercial agriculture. A change in their social condition is 

important for the development of the economy as a whole as it 

for the development of the sector. a 
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2: The data reveals a systemic condition of injustice, 

exploitation and inequality that is structural. 

2 There are about 36,000 people who are employed on the 

commercial farms. Although they are a minority of the 

economically active population (7,5%) they represent just under 

1/5th (19,45%) of people in ‘formal’ sector employment. Thus, a 

significant proportion of waged workers look to commercial 

agriculture TO provide them with their living, especially in 

conditions of structural unemployment. About ancther 200,000 

people are largely dependent on these workers for their 

existence, 

on
 , The predominant form of commercial agriculture in Namibia 

« livestock farming. This leads to very a very low concentration 

Jf workers with the number of workers (and workers’ families) on 

ch farm ranging from as few as one or three to 11 or 12. Larger 

concentrations of workers are found in arable production, but 

hese are only in small pockets in the north and the south of the 
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country. 

5. There is both un- and under-employment on commercial farms. 

6. There is a large number of workers who were born on Or in 

the district of the farm where they are currently employed. Some 

farm workers are migrants, others have returned from the towns. 

Many workers change farms often to try and break often 

intolerable conditions. 

7. All farm workers are black, drawn from every racial and 

ethnic group. Being black is important to the Terms of 

exploitation on commercial farms, and although some farmers try 

te use ethnic divisions, it would seem that the only ethnic group 

which is systematically discriminated against are the "bushmen”. 

8. in general, most workers are in full-time employment and 

these workers are almost exclusively male and adult. Women make 

up & sizeable proportion of the part-time, seasonal, casual and 

there is a gender hierarchy which both 

domestic workforce. Thus, 
employment in the sector. 

restricts and down grades women's 

ass 
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dren work in Namibian agriculture, although the extent 

employment is unknown. The sector also uses prison 

Both of these are forms of forced labour which violate 

senstitution and International Law. 

    

but it is largely unacknowledged. Farm workers 

do skilled work without training, without 

reward, without promotion and without leverage in the 

    

11. Wages levels on commercial farms are directly affected by 

the forms that pay takes and the methods of payment. Wages are 

paid in cash and in kind. The two main forms of payment in kind 

© the right to run livestock and rations. Most farmers restrict 

rhe number of animals a woxker may keep and rarely do rations 

et the monthly food requirements of workers. Workers live on 

a spare diet which is nutritionally deficient. 
wt 

= IH © 

on 

17. Housing, clean water and access to sanitation cannot be 

considered a payment in kind where the worker is obliged by his 

apployer to live on his employer’s premises. Nor does clothing 

wr transport represent a payment in kind of any significance. 

Py
 

12, Payments in kind axe important to workers’ income and 

etandard of living, but it is very difficult to give a cash value 

to this form of payment. Farmers who pay in kind tend to base the 
ren T on a 

value of non-cash payments on urban retail market prices (and 

they include items in their calculations which are not payments 

in kind). According to their calculations, non-cash payment 

represented between 55 and 64 per cent of the average worker's 

14. An estimated 20 - 30% of farmers pay in cash only. 

1%, Few farmers use any formalised procedure to determine wages. 

Most farmers set the wage sccording to "the going rate”. This 

method also means that it is rare for workers’ pay rates to come 

under regular review. Alsg few farmers use incentives and a 

oductivity and stimulat on 

i 2 ig nee Pen TNT Se 

sprogressive wags scale tO encourags pr 
2 4 

vs $2 

16. Piece rates are particularly widespread in determining 

: 1 Aeneas ft wamreeys  Oeoworallw thew were 

soasonal AY casual wornorss Wages. weLamobdey beet Ses to the 

disadvantage of farm workers because, amongst other things, 

workers do not know what money they will get at the end of the 
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work period or task. 
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17. Farmers often fine workers either to regulate work 
performance or to underline "who's boss" on the farms. 

18. While most farmers pay cash wages in money, some farmers pay 

in "good fors' or tokens which can be exchanged for goods either 

at their farm shop or at another local shop where an arrangement 

has been made. Some workers never get to even touch their money. 

19. Looking at wage levels in the sector, and walng cash wages 

only, (as these are the most reliable and reflect real disposable 

income) there are a number of workers who receive no cash pay at 

all. This can include adult men in full-time employment, and 

particularly it affects women, children, sentenced prisoners and 

"hushmen". 90% of workers who do receive a cash wage, earn R300 

or less a month and the average cash wage is between R130 and 

R150 /month. 

20. Pay levels in the sector are lower than every other waged 

sector in Namibian society, and average household income is just 

under half that of the Communal Areas. Farm workers and their 

families, who represent a significant proportion of people 

employed in waged labour, live in relative and absolute poverty. 

21. Parm workers work long and unsociable hours, often without 

mid-day or weekend breaks. Annual leave is a very recent 

development and is still a "privilege" of the few. Housing 

varies, but it is often self-built. Health care is only available 

for emergencies, and then often only after considerable struggle 

by farm workers. There is extensive illiteracy amongst farm 

workers and even fewer workers have any chance of acquiring 

formal technical skills training. 

22. Farm workers are continuously ordered about and verbally 

abused. Many are still physically abused. Moreover, farmers often 

exercise strict control over the presence of "strangers" on 53 

their property. This often does include children. Few workers 

have written contracts wnich means that workers are generally 

subject to the arbitrary and authoritarian dictats of the farm 

owner or managey who hire, fire and punish at will. 

  

23. Farw workers have no trade unions and most farmers obstruct 

organisation, eventhough the Nambian Agricultural Union, for 

ax pe. does not oppose trade union organisation "in principle” 

A rm worker's union has yet to be organised, which under 

ell conditions will be very difficult to establish. 
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) These facts carry profound implications. As it is presently 

organised, commercial agriculture fails to meet basic needs of 

about one fifth of formally employed people. A reform which is 

weilt on the existing order will perpetuate and expand these 

conditions of gross poverty, exploitation and rightlessness. 

2%, Many farm workers have established “lower order" tenure 

rights through birth and/or long service which need to be 

protected and guaranteed. Many are jandless but wish to have a 

piece of land. 

26. Pay and conditions are major grievances which destabilise 

the labour force. The shift to cash wages has seen a significant 

decline in payment in kind {and possibly, in overall pay levels) 

which further erodes the physical well being and sense of worth 

of farm workers and their families. For many, the cash wage 

received becomes thelr rotal source of sustenance. 

27. ‘There is a deep sense of grievance, considerable frustration 

and an overwhelming sense of powerlessness amongst farm workers. 

Their overriding concern is that they be assured basic rights and 

security. In the absence of a living wage, tenure rights and the 

right to run livestock become essential stepping stones towards 

their greater aspiration of a decent standard of living and a 

secure place. 

2g. ‘The state needs to intervene to protect and defend farm 
im Am sn ap tT 4 wry 

workers 80 that they can develop rhe necessary “OunLoLYSLnsiy 

pring about a more equitable and just order in 

agriculture. This can be created by enacting 

legislation and applied through existing national 
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sryuctures as well as regional and local aulDOrities wiliuil aay 
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i. Intyoduaction 

1.1 The aims of this paper are threefold: to analyse the 

position and condition of farm workers in commercial agriculture 

in Namibia; to bring out some key issues which need to be 

addressed by land reform; and to examine possible policy options. 

1.2 All too often the terms under which people work in the 

sector ave considered secondary (or even irrelevant) to the 

“success” of both individual farming enterprises and the sector 

as a whole. This distortion stems primarily from the 

rightlessness and relative powerlessness of farm workers. Yet 

farm workers are an essential part of the production eguation in 

agriculture. A change in their social condition is as important 

for the development of the economy as a whole as it is for the 

developuent of the sector. 

5 
1.3 The facts that have been teased out of a weak and uneven 

data base reveal an almost unbroken, universal experience of 

poverty, oppressicn and exploitation. Despite this picture, some 

argue very strongly that it is wrong to lump the good employers 

together with the bad. No doubt there are some "good" farmers. 

But the "goodness" or otherwise of individuals notwithstanding, 

what the data reveals is a systemic condition of injustice, 

exploitation and inequality that is structural. In other words, 

it is not simply a question of changing attitudes or relying on 

individual goodwill. As much as individual behaviour is at 

issue, what needs to be reviewed are the structural conditions 

which set the terms in which farmers operate and act. 

0 Baployment 

HNombers 

9.1 It is difficult to establish the exact number of workers in 

commercial agriculture’.In 1988, it was estimated that there were 

some 36,0007 people engaged in the sector. This number, however, 

covers farm workers, domestic workers and white management. 

Perhaps a greater problem is that it excludes an unknown (and not 

necessarily small) category of labourers who are not recognised 

as workers because they are "relatives" or are "working for 

food. There has also been a change in the absolute number of 

farm workers in the intervening 4 years since the data was 

compiled. Farmers report that whereas, over the past 20 years 

the workforce has been relatively constant, there has been a 

significant shedding/exodus of labour during the past 6 - 8 

months, even leading to a labour shortage in the south of the 
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country’. The reasons for this decline in numbers are political 

rather than structural. Farmers have been laying off workers in 

anticipation of the introduction of a Labour Code and workers who 

received food and drought aid have resisted the poor terms 

of employment on the southern sheep farms 4. Whether employment 

levels return to their earlier levels will depend on what 

solutions are found. 
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2.2 In overall employment terms, whilst commercial agri- 

culture only employs a minority of the economically active 

population (7.5% in 1988), a significant proportion of waged 

workers (19,45% of the total "formal sector" workforce in 1988) 

look to commercial agriculture to provide them with their living, 

epecially in conditions of structural unemployment”. 

2.3 The predominant form of commercial agriculture in Namibia 

is livestock farming. 4,251 farming units covering just over 

35,8 million hectares are devoted to cattle, and cattle & sheep 

farming. With an average farm size of about 8,500 ha the average 

se of the workforce is 8-10 workers. A 1990 survey on central 

-rict farms found that there were on average 6 farm workers 

and 2,5 domestic/garden workers, for example’. The size of the 

workforce increases in arable production with a theoretical 

potential of 10 workers per 100 ha. However, arable production 

is limited to some 320,000 he and only a very small proportion 

of this is located in commercial farming districts. In the Otavi 

highlands 153 farmers produce maize, wheat and sunflowers by 

dryland cultivation on just over 23,600 ha. Irrigation farming 

is concentrated at Hardap (1.900 ha) and along the Orange River 

in the south (900 ha)’. The theoretical employment level in 

agronomic production outside the communal areas is between 2,500 

and 3,000 people. 

2.4 There is both un- and under-employment on the commerci 

farms (see paras 2.6) although it is impossible to quantify the 

scale of either. 

Composition 

9.5 wf was born here, my father was born here. 1 want my 

children to feel this land is theirs.®" A large proportion of 

farm workers are born on or in the district of the farm where 

they are currently employed. In the National Survey, for example, 

31% of respondents were horn and grew up on commercial farms®. 

Some workers have been on their farm of current employment fox 

20, 30 and 50 years. Farm labourers often change farms to try 

and break from intolerable conditions, but they often remain in 

the same district and even return repeatedly to the same 
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employer. Some farm workers are migrants for whom employment in 

commercial agriculture is transitory, i.e., it is a stepping 

stone to the towns or for a few, to establishing themselves as 

peasant or small scale farmers. Others have returned from the 

towns in the face of unemployment, especially amongst unskilled 

workers. 

2.6 In Hamibia, all farm workers are black. They are drawn from 

every ethnic group and all racial categories (whites excluded). 

Whilst being black is an important factor conditioning the terms 

of employment in the sector, ethnic divisions do not appear to 

be generally significant, given universally arbitrary and gener- 

ally poor conditions!’., However, it would seem that as an ethnic 
group "Bushmen"! are at the very bottom of the labour hierarchy. 

The "common knowledge” is that "these people don’t use money" and 

therefore they don’t need to be paid any cash'Z. 

2.7 The sexual division of labour is largely shaped by the 

division between full-time and part-time (casual and seasonal) 

work. Fall-time employment is almost exclusively male and adult. 

Of the 107 farm worker households interviewed in the National 

Survey, 95% were male headed and the primary earners were 

invariably men. On cattle farms (the main stock farming and 

agricultural activity), for example, full-time workers are male 

ho usehold he eads who live with their families or male breadwinners 

who live on thelr own but who invariably have social and economic 

responsibilities to people/families living in the communal areas. 

io than domestic work in the farm owner's or manager's house, 

full-time work opportunities for women are very few in number. 

7.8 Whilst women make up a sizeable proportion of the part-time, 

seasonal or casual workforce, they compete with men and children 

rk. Rationalisation on the southern sheep farms in the 

    

for wg 

ecarty 1970's, for example, reduced full-time and considerably 

expanded casual employment. Moorsom points out that “(by 

1970/71 over 30% of workers were casual, in employment on average 

for only about a third of the year". Casual or seasonal 

workers are either drawn from the one or two full-time farm 

worker families resident on the sheep farms or from the pool of 

— oyed concentrated in the small towns in the region’. 

Sheep shearing (a major form of casual work) is exclusively male, 

which means that women compete with men and children for herding 

OL r any available piece work. In arable production part-time work 

2 mostly seasonal (harvesting of cotton, groundnuts etc.) and 

sual (weeding). Usually this means occasional employment fox 

5 ii 

women, children and some men. 
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2.9 The overlap betwe 

; 
sen the division between full-time and parte 

ime work and the sexual divis 

” 

ion of labour gives rise to a 

2.10 Children work in Hamibisn commercial agriculture even though 

employers are reluctant to admit this fact!® (and to pay them 

2 I . 

  

y although the extent of their employment is 

etimes the labour of children is drawn on because 

ily’s presence on the farm is conditional upon thelr 

bers acting as a labour pool. Sometimes they are obliged to 

to pay off their deceased father’s "debt". Sometimes they 

to assist "casual" workers meet plece-work targets and 

  

sometimes they are hired as individual "free" jabourers'’. They 

are expected to work as long and as hard and often under even 

more disadvantageous terms than adult farm workers. 

2 
b
a
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7.11 Commercial agriculture in Namibia uses prison labour. AU 

the state-owned Hardap Experimental Farm, for example, an 

irrigation worker reported that part of his work was to supervise 

orisoners. He wasn’t paid for this "extra responsibility”, 

he had been promised R260 a month. "The work is very 

7 am held responsible if the bandiete’ go on strike or 

Last time one of them escaped they deducted R100 from 

private farmers in the area are also known to use prison 

bo research has vet to reveal the extent of its use, but 

as a labour form it is quite compatible with the sector's 

colonial legacy of contract, cheap and rightless labour. Some 

farms are also reported to have their own prisons. 

  

5.12 There is evidence of the emergence of a skill and authority 

eravchy in Hambian commercial agriculture but it is largely 
hie 

unacknowledged. The backwardness of relations in the sector 

coupled with the extensively favourable terms under which the 

state has historically subsidised capitalisation has meant that 

Farm workers are expected to do skilled work - including driving 

vehicles {tractors, lorries, pick-ups, graders), constructing 

i fences and houses or maintaining and repairing pumps and 

other engines'® - without training, without financial reward, 

+ promotion and without leverage (certified qualifications; 

in the job market. 

      

2.13 Similarly, the sector relies extensively on farm workers to 

it is 
see to the daily management of the enterprises. Whilst 

t we that all lower and middle management functions are 
gale LO asshun 

by black workers, the same is not the case for senior 

Whether higher level management is black or white 
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depends on whether or not the farm owner lives on or neax the 

The 1,100 farm businesses run by hired management in 1982, 

f ample, were run by whites’. Only a fraction of senior 

management is Likely to be black. On FRDC « agricultural schemes, 

for example, only one black man is employed as a section manager 

on their farms? and some vesident farm owners employ black 

workers for higher level management. However, managerial 

delegation is only beginning to be formalised and to date it has 

heen realised without commensurate training and pay. To wits "If 

there was a need for the hierarchy, there would have been a more 

ad differentiation.?" 

  

    

mark 

  

3 Hagen 

3.1 It is difficult to establish a wage value for work in 

wibian commercial agriculture. This is not only because of an 

sence of data on a national scale but also because wage levels 

are complicated by the forms the wage takes and the methods of 

payment. These three dimensions (forms, methods and levels) 

which establish the real wage value are further complicated by 

n absence of standardisation in the sector. the only "standard" 

that is set is the "standard of minimum"?so that the variation 

hat exists centres around this minimum. What ig described below 

   

is drawn from the data that is availiable. 

Wage Forms 

3.2 By wage forms is meant Lhe maté&rial form in WHRACHh Che Wil 

ig paid. T+ is normally presumed that wages" means cash in 

conditions of commercial production. This is often not the case 

in commercial agriculture and it is certainly not the case in 

3 Fthm 2 Een am Bee son 2 ve 

a VEEL ke 205 =3 43 Daysmeno 

  

ay LA He £m 

Mamlbi Ee Wagons are PERNA a5 EHER and in Kin = o 

is relatively unproblematic, the sane is Hs true for pa Tt in 
Ao £3 

vind. There ave problems both with defining the content of wages 

in kind and determining thelr value. 

i ining Payment in Xind 

29 At present there are Lwo main items which are generally paid 

as the in-kind wage. The one is the right to yun livestock. 

This seems to be a right inherited from an earlier period when 

farmers made little or no cash payment. Many farm workers report 

that they are allowed to keep 1ivestock. In the National Survey, 

for example, 43% of farm worker households kept stock on the farm 

where they worked and 21% had livestock kept fox them by people 

living in communal areas or elsewhere. 

3 3 Fh
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3.4 The right to keep stock, however, is not universal. Many 
ers have been forced to sell off their livestock and are no 

longer allowed to keep animals®. On some farms, whilst some 
workers are allowed to keep stock, others are not. In other 

instances workers are only allowed to keep scme kinds of 
animals’. Moreover, when workers are allowed to keep animals, 

put a ceiling on the number and stipulate what type of 

workers can keep. The limit on large stock units is set 

nd 5 - 8 animals, whereas the number of small stock 

d ranges more widely?. In the National Survey, the 12% 

of households who had cattle at the farm had 11 animals? on 

average, the 26% who had goats had an average of 26 animals, the 

5% who had sheep had an average of 6 animals and the 29% who had 

horses and donkeys an average of 4 animals. Most workers have 

cguds their stock as part of their inheritance, as part of 

ry, or through outright purchase. Rarely are workers 

   

  

WOOL 

  

  

     

   

   

  

given stock as part of their bonus. 

appears that whilst some farm workers still retain the 

keep animals, they are increasingly forced to pay 

and water fees"?. This alters the terms from one of 

© to the worker to one of payment by worker. Under these 

tions, the right to run stock ceases to be a payment in 

Rations axe the other main kind of non-monetary payment to 

m workers. The amount and content of rations are determined 

completely arbitrary (and irrational) manner? They 
ither take account of family size nor of the dietary needs of 

Mealie meal, sugar and tobacco are standard. There is 

1 absence of fresh vegetables or fruit. Many workers 

L fresh milk. On one farm it was withdrawn because 

ly workers "spent more time worrying about getting milk 

oing their work". Milk was only for the whites and their 

Meat rations often include a lot of fat and bone so that 

wantity "given" is deceptive. Moreover, in the absence of 

v the quantity and quality of these staples becomes even 

    

   
more important. 

3.7 where rations are given, some workers receive none. This 

ped wives and children of farm workers who do domestic or 

onal work "because their husbands/fathers get". Sometimes 

: only get half rations because they are considered to be 

"young and single" or "old". In general, all workers 

4 that the rations they received were too little to keep 

   

  

   

  

wes and their families for the month and that they spend 

their cash wage on food. 
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3.8 These are the two main forms of payment in kind. What about 

housing, water end fuel? Increasingly, farmers include these 

items as part of their in-kind payment. This is highly 

problematic, In the first instance, many workers live in houses 

they have built themselves. Zinc shelters are found in every 

farming district in the country. It is only recently that 

farmers sre beginning to construct housing for workers and it is 

still on a small scale. Farmers also rarely make special water 

provision for workers. Boreholes are sunk to water livestock and 

. Sometimes, workers have to fetch water from the tanks, 

srimes it is piped to where they live. And most farm workers 

cut and collect thelr own firewood at no direct or indirect cost 

  

— 3 1 Fag + 28 to the farmer®. 

3.9 However, the second and more important point that the draft 

rabour Code will make clear®®, is that housing, clean water and 

access to sanitation cannot be considered a payment in kind where 

the worker is obliged by his employer (and by the nature of the 

work) to live on his employer’s land or premises. It is a 

necessary provision of the terms of employment. Ironically, this 

fact is clearly understood by employers when it comes to 

x 

i. 

attracting white management. For them housing, water and 

i 

3.10 Other items mentioned by farmers as part of the payment in 

kind they make to workers include clothing and transport to town. 

oth of these items are highly dubious “payments”. Many workers 

report that they have to buy the farmer's second hand clothes and 

shoes and if they do get “clothing”, they get one overall and 

sven more infrequently, a pair of boots/shoes a year. On a 

company farm, for example, where management included R14 /month 

for clothing in its in-kind break down, workers received one 

overall a year. If they left or were fired they had to return 

the overall to management’. Equally and despite farmers’ claims 

+o the contrary, farm workers’ children are rarely transported 

vo and from school and workers seldom get any special transport 

assistance - and then only in cases of extreme emergency and much 

spute. Workers reported that usually they could only get a 

  

-ide to town when transport was going anyway. Many workers are 

forced to travel by foot or to use their own transport. The main 
LCE 

means of rural carriage for farm workers are donkey carts’. 

seme workers also have bicycles. In general, neither clothing 

nor transport constitute a payment in kind of any significance. 
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Calculating the Value of In-Kind Pay 
3.11 Even more controversial than what is defined as payment in 
kind is the cash value attributed to this form of payment. 
On the one hand, farmers tend to itemise every single possible 
item that may be counted as an in-kind payment (whether it is one 
or not}. On the other hand, they tend to assign retail trade 
prices to all items, whether they have purchased them or not. 
There is a difference between actually buying in goods (e.g. dry 
goods rations} or services and having them freely available on 
the farm. In other words, the value of a Kudu shot on a farm or 
milk from stock, for example, cannot be equated to the purchase 
price of game meat from a butcher or milk from a dairy. 
Moreover, even when farmers do buy rations in, they generally buy 

. lk. The wholesale or actual price paid for the ration is 
therefore invariably not the same as the retail price used in 

alr calculations. 

  

3.12 Given the general unwillingness of organised agriculture to 
release data from its 1350 survey of wages, it is difficult to 
establish a general picture of the proportion of the overall wage 

farmers Attuibuue to payment in kind. From one survey of 
armers in central Namibia, for example, non-cash payments rep- 

resented 64% of the average wage. This high proportion is 
probably quite general as it is in keeping with conditions where 
cash wages are very low and labour costs are tax deductible’. 
In other words, farmers are trying to make a double saving by 
limiting direct capital outlay (paying higher wages) and by 
boosting the amount they declare as labour expenses. 

3.13 It is against this background that some sense can be made 
of the Nembian Agricultural Union's calculation that wages make 
up 20-27% of commercial farmers’ total expenditure. In this 
regard, the FNDC? estimation of labour costs (excluding 
management) as a percentage of the total cost of its labour 
intensive agronomy projects ranges from 3,80% (Shitemo) to 5,7% 
{Shadigongoro). This is far more in keeping with the low wages 
and conditions of poverty which permeate the sector. 

i4 At present about 20-30% of commercial farmers pay in cash 

only. This trend, which is strongly advocated by the Nambian 

Agricultural Union®, is slow and far from generalised. Whilst 

paving wages in cash is generally to be welcomed, the signif. 

iteance of this trend has to be evaluated against both the method 

of payment amd the fact that it can and often does mean a 

in wages. Moreover, in the absence of any standazxd 

: amongst or control over employers in the sector it 

doesn't make much difference to the general well-being of 
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farm in the Rehoboth district, where workers 

R60 and R70 a month, respectively, they weren't 

ter months "hecause they could get meat" i.e. 

    

fiods of Payment 
nethods of payment is meant the way the wage rate is 

termined, the intervals of pay, whether workers are paid 

or through intermediaries, and the disciplining of 

through wage manipulation. rach of these aspects is 

relevant to the total pay farm workers receive. 

  

   
  

; few farmers use any formalised procedure for deter 

1g Wages. The PFNDC parastatal, for example, uses the 

mnes Job FEvaluation System which has a 19 scale ranking 

This is rare and is likely to be confined to state or 

    

  

   

    

pany farms. Most farmers tend to set pay based on "the going 

rate” in their area. Some devise crude and arbitrarily 

hierarchies. Often, these are based more on the 

of a person to do any job demanded of him under any 

3 j than on hig skill or competence. The absence of any 

formal system of setting wage rates also means that it is zare 

for pay rates to come under regular review. Many workers report 

that the money they get has been the same since they began 

working on a particular establishment - which sometimes means for 

VATS . 

7.17 Full-time farm workers tend to be paid on a fixed rate 

basis. Many also get an annual bonus (a xmas box) usually at 

Vaan sometimes this is in cash but often it is in kind 

(food and old clothing). Tn the survey of central district 

farms, for example, 86% of farmers gave bonuses and these were 

eguivalent to 13% of the average monthly cash wage. Bonuses 

¥ iso used as incentives to control poaching and predators. 

On one farm’, for example, management said that workers who 

¢ ed and reported on thieves were paid between R300 and 

i.e, between two and five times their monthly cash wage. 

instances, whilst workers may be paid bonuses for 

predators they also face pay penalties if stock are 

,  Bhepherds and postmen report working into the night 

for stock. In general, few farmers use incentives and 

gressive wage scale to encourage productivity and to 

  

   

2 : 0 os " m 

     pulate initiative. 

siece rates ave particularly widespread in determining 

11 and casual workers’ wages. Piece rates are set in two 

rither a quota is fixed at a given rate, i.e. workers 
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have to complete a specified number of tasks in order to get a 

wage, or a value is given to each "item" produced i.e. every 

kilo, bag or bushel has a "price". The wages of sheep shearers 

and seasonal harvesters in Namibia are often determined by piece 

rates “@ Pisce rates generally work to the disadvantage of 

casual and seasonal workers because, amongst other things, 

workers have no security that they will get a specific amount of 

wl at the end of their working period. This problem is 

aggravated by the fact that seascnal and casual work is usually 

PI and for short periods. Often basic guotas are set 

too high and freguently workers are not paid in full for the 

number of pieces they produce. The fact that seasonal harvesters 

are said to use children to assist them picking cotton or lifting 

ground nuts at the FNDC agronomy projects suggests that all these 

constraints may be at play there. 

3.19 The trend to pay wages in cash has begun to alter th 

intervals at which workers are paid. Most farm workers are wd 

at month end. However, with cash only payments farmers are 

increasingly paying wages out every week or fortnight. This 

change reflects both the low level of and a possible cut? in 

farm worker wages which accompanies the shift to cash only 

payment. Farmers have adopted this solution as a measure to 

counter the pressure from workers for loans to see them through 

te the next pay day. As one explained, "by paying weekly they 

manage their money better with much less shortfall”. 

3.20 A further, related problem is how and even whether workers 

actually receive thelr ¢ ash. In the first instance, most workers 

on a proper pay envelope (which 

any deductions and which should 

oakdown of the deducted amounts}. 

Secondly, as most farmers run farm shops from which workers buy 

their supply (whether they receive rations or aot) and most 
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(possibly all) farm workers are forced to live on credit, the 

actual money workers receive is invariably minus deductions, 

Workers often only begin the next working month with R13, R20 or 

REQ cash in hand. Moreover, they have no control over 

deductions, which may also include penalties. In some instances 

workers actually never even get to touch their pay. Thus, for 

ny “the money is a problem. You don’t know how the money 

REE] up, because we are only using the money for food. When 

paid the money is put into glass jars and is kept in his 

  

aye and you only use the noney while it is kept there. No ons 

can take out his or her money {rom the shop. They don’t want us 

to take money home. You see, since the money is our hard work 

we must be allowed to buy the things we want and to take the rest 
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“2« tn this way, farm workers’ wages become intangible. 

wv are made hypothetical and abstract rather than real and con- 

    

workers are not actually paid money but "good fors", 

f.made tokens which they can use instead of money at the 

farmer's shop. In the Keetmanshoop district research found that 

five farmers, for example, had clubbed together to run a shop and 

all of them paid workers in "good fors". 

    

3.272 All payment schemes are coupled with a parallel system of 

ties. Workers ave frequently fined for a whole number of 

3 which are arbitrarily determined by the employer. 

rarmers feel themselves to be morally and socially justified in 

applying wage sanctions to discipline and control workers on 

grounds of both class and colour. They believe they have the 
Wt Ee Hos 

    

   

rioght and the duty to assert magisterial power over black people 

present (in whatever capacity) on their property. 

  

3.93 Farmers sanction workers in relation to work performance. 

Ar FEDC projects, for example, if a worker is caught stealing 

s/he is summarily dismissed and if a worker is drunk s/he is sent 

for the day and loses that day's pay. Stockmen and 

sphevds often lose pay because of fines. There are many 

examples. In one instance a small stock farmer carries out "spot 

checks" and if an animal is found outside the pen, the worker is 

jer
! 
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3.24 Farmers also withhold pay from workers to underline and 

reaffirm power relations on the farms. Nothing evokes dis- 

ciplinary reaction amongst farmers more than absenteeism {very 

nroadly defined). Workers’ absence without the farmer's 

permission because of health, family or social obligations or the 

general lack of free time is invariably perceived by farmers as 

an act of defiance and a challenge to their authority. Not only 

are workers abused verbally and sometimes physically, but they 

are also often fined - i.e. they lose some of their pay. 

Wage Levels 

3.25 Civen the difficulties of translating the value of payments 

in kind into a cash equivalent and the fact that many workers 

don't receive a non-cash wage {48% in the National Survey), wage 

. 9 q “ . - i" 43 

evels will be discussed here in terms of cash wages only. 
Le 
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is no data at present to establish a national average 

oe sector. The evidence avallable, however, 

ea an indicator of both the level and the range of cash 

+o farm workers. 

  

3.27 where are a number of workers who receive no cash pay at 

all. Farm worker dependents (women and children) who live on the 

farms and who are obliged to work as and when the farmer needs 

them, prison labour which is the most open form of forced labour, 

relatives or neighbours “who work for food" and sometimes 

shelter®, old age pensioners and "bushmen® are the predominant 

categories of farm workers who work for no money. 

Tt appears that a number of farmers are assisting old people 

apply for state pensions. Given that the pension is paid by 

cheque, that many farm workers live in isolated places and 

therefore have to rely on their employer's postal address and 

that they are illiterate, the pension cheque often goes directly 

or indirectly to the employer. In some instances, farm workers 

reported that they stopped being paid when the farmer knew they 

wore receiving a pension ~ they were just working for a place to 

stav. Sometimes, when the farmer received the money directly, 

he deducted rations and items bought on credit and paid the 

  

worker the difference. 

3.99 The "common knowledge" that "hushmen" don’t use money, means 

that they are often not paid. farm worker, Mr [Narugue 

eloquently reveals the plight of workers without pay. “He is 

useless. He doesn’t pay me. He is just wasting ne, absolutely 

ssting me. He doesn’t pay me. He gives me nothing. He just 

foods me like his child. He doesn’t give me anything so that I 

can give it to wy child. I am just living like a PR 

   

    

  

  
Full-time workers 

3 According to the National Survey, the average wage of full- 

1 farm workers was R131.66 a month. Only 14% earned R200 or 

   : a month and 4% earned between R260 and R290. More than 1/3 

of the sample (37%) of the sample earned R100 or less. Farmers 

in the central district survey conducted in 19%0 reported paying 

cash wage of R156 a month, plus an annual cash bonus 

of R288. Random interviews tend to confirm the average levels 

Many workers said they earned R50, R60 or RBO a 

  

and the range. 

month. 
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| FMDC figures (1990/1981) suggest +hat the rates of pay for 

cul 1~time workers on their projects are significantly higher than 

in the rest of the sector. AL the Kavango Cattle Ranch, for 

example, the lowest grade workers earned an average of R394/ 

month and workers wages ranged from an average of just below R400 

to just below R700. At the Mangetti West cattle ranch most 

workers averaged between R394 and R476 a month, and average wages 
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©
 

snged from just below R400 to above R1100. (One leather worker 

was earning a monthly average of R1,129). At the agronomy 

projects, average wages earned by workers are R509 (Shitemo}, 

34 (Vungu-Vungu), R562 (Musese) and R622 (Shadigongoro) with 

workers averaging R400 or more a month.” 

<3 

  

Seasonal or "casual workers 

3.32 There is no data on seasonal or “casual” wage rates, aside 

from data provided fox FRDC projects. These pay an average of 

Rd, 64 per man-day worked, which on a 28 day working month gives 

a pay of R130. It cannot be assumed, however, that workers work 

every day or every month of the year. At peak employment times 

the Musese project employs 80 people (Dec ~- March), the Shitemd 

project employs between 104 and 210 (Jan - August) and the 

hadigongoro project 120 and 223 (Dec ~ March) and 134 and 207 

{May - July). But employment levels drop to as low as 9 and 10 

-s out of season. Moreover, it cannot be as assumed that 

the same people work every day for the whole season, a5 this 

depends on how they are recruited. And although these are an 

indicator of average wages for some seasonal workers, it would 

he inaccurate to generalise from them to the sector as & whole, 

given the significant difference of wage rates already observed 

for full-time employment. 

    

Comparative Incomes 

3.33 The National Survey found that the average monthly cash 

income (from all sources) for farm workers’ households was 

181.48 or 48% of that of the average household in the communal 

areas. 90% of farm worker nousehold incomes ranged from REO to 

2350 a month. In a survey of Ratutura in 1988-9 */ only 23% of 

African households had incomes of less than R400 a month. The 

median monthly household income was between R600 ~ R700. 

vorecver the National Survey also noted the narrow range of 

income sources in commercial agriculture, i. the albeit 

complete dependence of farm workers on cash wages. It is clear 

why one of the primary grievances farm workers have is over pay. 

National Conference ON Land Reform 
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3.34 It has been argued by some that the average position of farm 
workers is not worse than the average position of most people in 

the country as most people are poor. What the data on wages 

  

in the sector reveals is that farm workers, a significant propor- 

tion of people who are working in waged employment, are living 

in relative and absclute poverty. For many Namibian farm 

workers, survival and basic conditions of existence are as 

elusive as water in the desert. Before looking at the 

implications of these facts, it is necessary to briefly detail 

some of the conditions of work for farm labourers. 

& Conditions 

4.1 Farm workers work long and unsociabkle hours. Many work 

seven days a week from sun up to after sun down. Sometimes they 

po
e 

os
 

re
 we a mid-day break, sometimes they don’t. Rarely do they get 

annual leave, and for the few who do, it is only very recent. 

Nor are there any structured arrangements for sick leave or to 

attend to personal matters. Hence, workers have very little free 

time. Whilst considerable overtime is common paying overtime is 

exceptional. One farmer, for example, said that he didn’t pay 

overtime, but gave workers more time off. The workers, however, 

reported that without exception they worked "the normal day" 

whether they had been working overtime or not. 

.2 Housing varies. Many workers have built their own houses 

from zinc sheeting. Some farmers have built housing for workers, 

with and without state assistance. Sometimes water is close by, 

sometimes it is not. Almost no housing for farm labourers have 

electricity, even when farms have their own generators. It is 

vare for workers to have any kind of ablution facilities. In 

sneral, there is an absence of adequate housing and elementary 

    

SRTVICSE. 

4.2 Health care is often absent. Mobile clinics rarely visit 

most farms and workers are almost wholly dependent on the 

willingness of the farmer to take them to get medical attention. 

Farm workers report a general negligence on the part of employers 

which often has left them unattended for days and has resulted 

in both long term disability and death*! 

4.4 "Ek will leer om te skryf om te weet". There is extensive 

eracy (47% of the National Survey, for example) and a 

1 absence of adult education for farm workers. The very 

d skills training facilities available are provided by the 
A abd 

  

limite 
NAY which began “technical skills training for farmers and their 

in the period 1985-1990 some 1,758 people employees" in 1984. 
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have completed short courses in pump and engine maintenance, 

welding, personnel management etc. Presently, it has two mobile 

training units operating in the commercial and communal areas, 

but attendance is entirely dependent on the willingness of 

farmers to pay for the training.” 

4.5 Farm workers are continuously ordered about and verbally 

abused. It is commonplace for workers to be shouted at and 

lled "kaffir"., It is also commonplace for farmers’ to restrain 

4.6 Historically, physical abuse was routine in commercial 

agriculture. Older people report being chained and beaten, 

salt rubbed in their wounds and then being beaten again 

v lost stock or committed other breaches of the Masters’ 

rvants’ Act (repealed in 1977). Presently, there are still 

rmers who physically assault or threaten workers. On one 

sr example, the farmer, his wife and their son walk arcund 

      

farm, 

with pistols. They shoot into the air or at workers’ feet to 

hurry them up or just to intimidate them. In another instance, 

a worker's leg was permanently injured after his employer struck 

him for not loading a vehicle fast enough in the rain. 

4.7 Parmers generally control the presence of "strangers" on the 

as. On some fayms, they do not even allow the children of 

. workers to visit. In other instances, workers have to 

report visitors and how long they will stay. In one case, for 

ample, visitors were only allowed to stay 5 minutes and their 

    

   
C4 pe 

visits were monitored by the farm owner. 

4.8 Vew workers have written contracts. In the small survey of 

farmers in central Namibia, fox example, only 31% had formal 

contractual arrangements with their workers. Most are employed 

by vexbal agreement between themselves and their employers. The 

NAU reports that there is a slow trend towards formalising the 

terms of employment. This leads to many abuses, for instances, 

wet workers are subjected to summary dismissal. Frequently, 

hey are driven off the farm with their belongings and dumped at 

2 
he side of the road. 
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4.9 Although the NAU is not opposed to farm worker organisation 

“in principle” (and it opposed the exclusion of domestic and farm 

workers from labour legislation) "we are not going to organise 

farm workers”. In practice, most farmers obstruct organisation 

and restrict farm worker participation in the political arena. 

veade union crganisers have to overcome enormous obstacles just 
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access to farm workers. Even in researching for this 

ld workers were 
   

   
   
   

    

> prevented from interviewing 

sometimes they were chased off the farms. in the new 
te 

   

  

independence, one ira small-stock farm manager 

an interview with a fan orker in Marviental to say 

iolating his rights as an individual and as a 

rv" by interviewing a worker (not employed by him) 

iission! There is, as yet, no farm worker’s union 

gramme designed to tackle issues of 

in Namibia has to address some of the 
* pnlntions and conditions in present-day 

In the next section we will look at some 

“pend urgent attention. 

    

   
   

    

   
   

          

   

5.7 Commercial agriculture employs a significant proportion 

f formal sector workforce. A sizeable proportion of 

ion, therefore, depend directly on the sector for 

Ltihood. as relations in the sector are presently 

, commercial agriculture fails to meet their basic 

A reform which is built on the existing order will 

and expand these conditions of gross poverty, 

ion and vightlessness. 

farm workers have established lower order tenure rights 

nivth and/or long service. They are conscious of these 

expect a land reform programme to codify and protect 

workers, however, are without any land and many 

af these seek some security on the land. In the words of a black 

: a southern sheep farm, "sometimes I feel as if it is 

farm, but I know better. If only I could be given a place 

life and stop being dependent on someone else's 

    

uses racial, ethnic and gender inequalities to 

snd depress the terms of employment. Child and 

both forms of forced labour which violate basic 

AT to force these down even further making work 

  

5 © hese labour forms also inhibit the emergence of a a properly 
Fe o& Ta 

snd adequately rewarded skill and authority hierarchy 

5 essential for the development of more sustainable and 

{eveloped commercial farming. 
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5.6 Despite the fact that people are working, they are starving. 

vMany live in absolute poverty and compared to any other stratum 

in Hamibian society, farm workers are relatively worse off. 

5.7 The shift to cash wages has seen a significant decline in 

payment in kind. Many farm workers may no longer keep livestock 

and many no longer receive rations. Whilst many prefer wages in 

jieu of rations, if this in fact takes place, losing rights to 

run livestock is a major source of grievance for workers. It is 

a visible measure of their further impoverishment and directly 

undermines their capacity to continue culturally established 
ER Sed 

practices (e.q. slaughtering to celebrate the birth of a child). 

tn other words, it further erodes their physical well being and 

their sense of worth. 

5.8 tr the absence of any realistic alternatives to supplement 

rheir incomes, the cash wage received becomes their total source 

of sustenance. Rarely has this been raised to meet basic needs. 

Thus, for many farm workers, the shift to cash means they live 

under as harsh if not worse constraints. 

5.6 indebtedness is endemic. Invariably, workers are indebted 

to their employers since they are often cbliged by distance 

and/or direct compulsion to buy at the farmer’s sh though 

farmers are generally adamant that these are non-profit making, 

many workers report that prices are higher at their employers’ 

than at those in the nearest towns. Thus, petty exploitation 

goas hand in hand with debt bondage. Thelr pay “just ends in the 

air". 

AY al 
yd oo Fld 

5.10 Conditions of work leave farm workers with little free time. 

They are also extremely isolated. This is not only a matter of 

physical distance but also arises from an absence (or generally 

low level) of education, extremely limited resources (which means 

that many don’t have radios), and perhaps most important of all, 

the feudal-like authority vested in the farm owning 

establishment. Employers believe they can intrude into and 

exercise control over every aspect of farm workers’ lives. This 

is contrary to the Namibian Constitution and is a violation of 

their fundamental human rights. 

5.11 Pay and conditions in Namibian commercial agriculture also 

destapilise the labour force as farm workers tirelessly try to 

their lot by moving from farm to farm. Most employers, 

are reluctant to acknowledge that they even have a high 

let alone recognise the causes which force 

improve 

nowever, 

labour LDurnover, 

workers to leave.” 
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in commercial agriculture generate 

  

insecurity. 

13 There is a deep sense of grievance, considerable frustration 

and an overwhelming sense of powerlessness amongst farm workers. 

are indifferent to workers’ complaints and intolerant of 

ir protest. So "if you are being exploited" either "you just 

      

& your mouth shut because you don’t have any other choice, 

even if your heart 1s painful" or "you walk", often forfeiting 

pay and property and without redress for injustice done. 

5.14 The overriding concern of farm workers is that they be 

sured basic vights and security. In the absence of a living 

"lower order” tenure rights (rights of generational 

tion of the land where they live and work), and the right 

1ivestock become essential stepping stones towards their 

greater aspiration of a decent standard of living and a secure 

        

place. 

Tf these conditions (uniform poverty, arbitrary power and 

al rightless :) are what the free market dictates, as some 

argued, then the state needs to intervene to protect and 

farm labour so that it can develop the necessary 

    

  

countervailing strength to bring about a more equitable and just 

. iy the sector. This requires creating a legal framework 

+o establish basic conditions of employment (the Labour Code) 

ng more significantly, providing mechanisms to monitor 

  

    
3113 sya that these rights are upheld. This is particularly 

important given the poor state and difficult conditions of trade 

  

anion organisation on the farms. The state has several 

matitpbions in place which can be directed to addressing these 

problems. in particular the Ministry of Labour and Manpower 

Development has begun TO establish labour relations offices where 

officers are trained to advise workers and employers of the 

ditions cof the Labour code, handle complaints and carry out 

inspections at the work place. At least in the initial period, 

however, this ministry is not likely to have suf ficient personnel 

or resources to systematically attend to farm workers. It is 

nonceivable that extension and other field officers of the 

Ministry of Agriculture, water and Rural Development could assist 

in the monitoring of labour conditions on the farms. Both the 

pnirectorate of Rural Development and the Directorate of 

eunltural Training would also need to 1ook at faxm workers’ 

and how they could be integrated into their spheres of 

operation. Where state loans or drought relief are involved, 

c vample, a clause on ensuring basic conditions and fair 

-actice and could be added to the conditionality of loans 
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5.36 National instruments need to be complemented by the 

nt of strong local government structures which are 

epresentative and accountable. Their effective functioning is 

if any change is going to meaningfully affect the position 

i arm workers. 
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ot deal veh the position of domestic workers in 

3 eir terms of employment are intimately 
thew gre invariably the wad wrme oad ey r INVATIEDLY 
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there is most no available at present to deal with the 

the Nations survey, gi instance, many of the people described 

8" were women in denstsle employment. When they were paid, 

1 betwe nd R110 a month. Workers cepted 
rm wr Bm ema i overtime, 7 days a week. 

    

       

  

    

or these difficulties are several. The first is the 
nsus data. Notwithstanding the problem that farmers 

Surveys the last agricultural census was conducted 

$80 iliates of the Nambian Agricultural Union (WAU) 
rVeys [—— their members to establish average wage 
that the results are sc bad that they have been withheld 

outcry. 
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mibia: report of the ILO employment advisory and 

3 140 Geneva. This estimate is based on a 1988 

npower Survey. The ILO report (28) observes that " it is likely that the 

gures for workers in commercial agriculture were unreliable on account of 

the large proportion of employers (about 30Z) in this sector who were not 

actually interviewed for the 1984 and 1988 survey but (were) enumerated on 

¢ basis of estimates considered to be a "close approximation" of the real 
” 
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% 

aituation. 

rview with Mr A J Mouton. President NAU 20.4.1991 

  

SL
A 

  

4. Interview with Mr Sylvester Gawaseb (National Organiser) and Mr 

seiel Nunyango (Coordinator) of the NUNW (National Union of Namibian 

Workers) 22.5.1991 and ibid.    
3 Tt is worth guoting in full from N E Wiehahn (Chairman) (1989) 

f the Comnisgion of Inquiry into Labour Matters in Namibia. 

1.5. reads: "Tt is important to note that unemployment in Namibia.   

    
     

28s 

ially of a structural nature, e. the structure of the economic 
ete fan vere sna Eom pyazenis pod Sees - mn dha Arma haed earl hes Aomand 
Tank ARID CAT Aa Lh DALAL Bh dV De ~7 ? wh ais WARTS aahd El hd hb Be fe dS Ek Bt dy 

labour, on the other, are irrec oncilable, irrespective of the state of 

GC ONOMY . Typically first world capital intensive economic development 

  

annot be reconciled with a rapidly growing workforce of unskilled 

    

wr s 0 gy WH woreers., 
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6. Interview {25.53.1950} 

7. Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (1991:8) "The 

Current Land Tenure System in the Commercial Districts of Namibia.” 

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural Development Windhoek. The number 

of farms units (6,123) is greater than the number of what has been termed 

“farm businesses" (4,205) as 30,97 of farmers own 2 or more farms (p23). 

8. Tonterview 

a. 4 further 51% were born in the communal areas, which suggests how 

important commercial sector is in the transition from town to countryside. 

10. White farmers and menagement, however, think ethnicity is important. 

Some say that if they employ people from only one ethnic group, they have 

more control and "less trouble", whilst others hold that they like to "mix” 

their workers to prevent worker solidarity. 

iL. Tn the absence of any satisfactory alternative , the term *bushmen” 

is used in inverted commas to draw attention to the inapprepriateness of 

this notion which has its origins in colonial conquest and racial 

oppression. 

12. Taterview with Mr Richard Pakleppa (22.5.1991) 

13. National Survey of Socio-economic Conditions and Attitudes to the 

Land Question in Hamibis (1991) Section "Farm Workers: socio-economic 

conditions." NEPRU (Subsequently referred to as National Survey) 

14. Moorsom R (1982:33) 4priculture: transforming a wasted land 
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16. interview with Mr A J Mouton (20.64.1891) 

worker at Erindi, Omaruru (28.5.1991}, interview 
a * -~ bat 1 ETT 17. Tnterview with farm eid 

with farm worker, Mariental (22.%5.1991}, interview With  U van byK, fio 

“<3 
re 

J 
9.5.1991}) and data gathered from the National Survey. The latter did not 

7 = 

{ 
specifically ask if children worked on the farms, but data on child labour 

was gleaned indirectly from information on household income. 

5 

18. National Survey {(op.cit) 

Adams F.et al., (op cit:70). This figure does not necessarily 

¢ the level of owner absenteeism. The Department of Agriculture and 

tural Development paper ( op.cit. 30) reports that in 1991 just under 20% 

of individual owners did not live on their farms/businesses. Of these, only 

28,52 stayed in towns in the district of their farm. The rest lived in 

another district (396 or 48%) or overseas (251 or 312). The 35 company 

farms are also most likely to be run by white management. However all part- 

rima/ absentee farmers do not necessarily employ managers. It seems 

probably that the proximity of their domicile to the farm and the size of 

the farming establichment are determining factors. This 1s a matter which 
8 

needs further research. 
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sg 2, 3 
24. in orporation 

Led. {298 ne t bee i ition for the 

past fi i from a “respected family”. The FRDC runs 
an i middle management which is mostly, but 

not 

23. Interview with Mr 4 J Mouton (op.cit) 

concept of a "standard of mindimum® should not be confused with 

standards or the notion of a poverty datum line en LL). Farmers are 

i to keep pay as low as it ls possible to keep the worker 

had seen the farm owners® family 

worked, was forced to sell all his 

sell off his goats. Why, he 

offee cor slaughter a goat to 

iew with Mr Richard Pakleppa, 

  

lew with My Simon Skrywer, farm worker in 

rchers were told that"We are forced to 

; us refused, but others didn’t. That was 
of the farm. We were told to buy cattle instead. (We) 

that and decided to look for other places for my small 

couldn’t buy cattle if the farmer allowed workers to 

hat money can we buy cattle, because even the 
didn’t get thely money back. Only some 
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18, for example, a farmer reported: "I have some who stays 
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49, Interviews 

WAU paper "Production Training in the Developing Areas" (14.06.1990) 
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over-asubscribed and they are not able to meet demand. 
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